Progress of the 10 J water-cooled Yb:YAG laser system in RCLF
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Abstract
The high repetition rate 10 J/10 ns Yb:YAG laser system and its key techniques are reported. The amplifiers in this system have a multi-pass V-shape structure and the heat in the amplifiers is removed by means of laminar water flow. In the main amplifier, the laser is four-pass, and an approximately 8.5 J/1 Hz/10 ns output is achieved in the primary test. The far-field of the output beam is approximately 10 times the diffraction limit. Because of the higher levels of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in the main amplifier, the output energy is lower than expected. At the end we discuss some measures that can improve the properties of the laser system.
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1. Introduction

It is becoming a reality that the energy crisis may be resolved by means of laser fusion, with significant on-going international research on inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and the National Ignition Facility (NIF) coming closer to ignition. However, the laser driver of the NIF is based on Nd-doped glass, which can operate only at low repetition rates (typically one shot every few hours). This kind of laser system cannot meet the requirements of inertial fusion energy (IFE). Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new type of laser driver for fusion that can work at a high repetition rate (typically 10–20 Hz).

The following issues must be considered to obtain a high repetition rate for the IFE laser driver. Firstly, the laser system, especially the main amplifier system of the laser driver, must be actively thermal managed. Secondly, the gain medium of the amplifier must be able to operate at a high repetition rate – namely, when the laser system works repeatedly, the gain medium must dissipate heat to the outside to maintain itself in good order. Thirdly, the laser system must have a high energy conversion efficiency, so that electricity can be supplied from the power station.

Yb:YAG has a high thermal conductivity, thereby enabling the Yb:YAG laser system to operate repeatedly. The medium is free from several loss mechanisms (e.g. excited-state absorption, concentration quenching and upconversion) even at high dopant concentrations. In addition, Yb:YAG exhibits low quantum defects between the pump photons and the laser photons, which results in low thermal loading. The use of this material has increased following the emergence of Yb:YAG ceramics that meet the requirements of high energy in a single beam. Given these advantages, Yb:YAG (crystal or ceramics) may be widely used in laser systems with high repetition rates and high energy conversion efficiencies.

Unfortunately, Yb:YAG is a quasi-three-level system, and its properties are strongly affected by temperature. Hence, the thermal management for the amplifier must be carefully designed to avoid a high rise in temperature. The thermal conduction, absorption and emission cross-section of Yb:YAG are high at low temperatures. Low-temperature operation requires a large amount of additional energy, which reduces the overall energy conversion efficiency of the laser system. A low-temperature cooling setup also increases the complexity of the laser system.

Water is a raw material that exhibits a high thermal capacity and fluidity. As it is readily available and inexpensive, water is a suitable cooling medium for IFE laser drivers. The laser system, especially the main amplifier, must be properly designed to utilize water as a coolant.
In this paper, a room-temperature water-cooled 10 J Yb:YAG laser system is introduced. We present the structure of the laser system and describe the performance of its subsystem. Experimental results are discussed and solutions to increase the performance of the laser system are proposed.

2. Laser system design

2.1. Schematic of the laser system

The laser system (Figure 1) comprises a pulse generator, high-gain preamplifier, spatial shaping unit, booster amplifier, telescope for beam expansion, and main amplifier. The generator can produce laser pulses of approximately 10 mJ/10 ns, which are used as seed pulses for the laser system. The preamplifier provided an approximately 10 times gain and amplified the seed pulses to 100 mJ. The laser beam was expanded and clipped to a 10 mm × 10 mm square profile in the spatial shaping unit, reducing the energy of the laser pulse to approximately 10 mJ. The profile of the laser beam was configured to have a flat top, so that the beam could be properly amplified. The laser pulse was amplified to 1 J in the booster amplifier to achieve efficient energy conversion in the main amplifier. Finally, the main amplifier raised the energy of the laser pulses to approximately 10 J.

Figure 2 shows the layout of the laser system. To increase the efficiency of energy extraction, multi-pass amplification was used in the amplifiers. This process included non-image-relaying multi-pass V-shape amplification in the preamplifier, close-to-image-relaying multi-pass V-shape amplification in the booster amplifier, and image-relaying multi-pass V-shape amplification in the main amplifier. Image-relaying amplification enabled the uniform flat-top beam to be propagated to the gain medium for uniform amplification and avoided damage in the gain medium caused by near-field unevenness.

Figure 1. Structure of the proposed laser system.

Figure 2. Layout of the laser system.
2.2. Configuration and thermal management of the amplifier

Figure 3(a) shows the amplifier configuration. The laser and pump light were located on opposite sides of the Yb:YAG crystal, with water flowing on the pump light side to cool the gain medium. Different dual-wavelength coatings were applied to the crystal: a coating that could reflect 1030 nm laser light and transmit 940 nm pump light was applied on the water-cooling side, while a coating that could transmit 1030 nm laser light and reflect 940 nm pump light was applied on the opposite side. This coating system ensured that the pump light and laser propagated through the crystal twice so that the pump light was adequately absorbed by the gain medium and the laser was amplified with high efficiency. The amplifier used was of the back-water-cooled type. One advantage of this type of amplifier lies in the ease of collection of water and cost efficiency; another advantage is the increase in thermal deposition on the pumping side (see Figure 3(b)). The amplifier configuration allows large amounts of heat to be extracted from the gain medium.

2.3. Pumping module for main amplifier

Laser diode (LD) arrays were used as a pumping source to improve the efficiency of energy conversion. The LD was modularized (Figure 4(a)) so that the diode could be produced in batches and easily used in large laser systems. In the 10 J laser system, the power of a single LD pump module is 10 kW (also called a 10 kW LD array). This system includes two planar arrays, each of which comprises about 24 bars; the power of the LD bar is about 200 W for a 200 A pump current. If the number of bars is less than 20 then the number of LD arrays and modules in the laser system increases and difficulties of system integration increase. The LD arrays were cooled by water flow through micro-channels. The LD bars were collimated by micro-lenses to ensure good propagation of the pump light.

High pump power densities are necessary for the Yb:YAG amplifier because some ion population is observed at lower lasing levels even at room temperature. An approximately 15–20 kW cm\(^{-2}\) power density is needed to achieve adequate energy storage in the gain medium. However, since the power density of the LD array is only 2–3 kW cm\(^{-2}\), the requirements of a highly efficient laser amplifier cannot be met. Hence, the pump light must be focused and shaped to improve the power density and uniformity on the gain medium.

In our system, the LD arrays were arranged on a spherical segment (Figure 4(a)). The pump light was concentrated by lenses and ducts, which comprised two reflective plates covered with a silver coating. This LD array arrangement was selected to use planar LD arrays and test their properties. Moreover, in this arrangement, several planar LD arrays may be used, so the same optical components could focus the pump light emitted by the LD array. Finally, the reflection times of pump light on the ducts could be determined by this arrangement. In our pump module, over 23 kW cm\(^{-2}\) of pump power is achieved in a gain medium with an approximately 1.1 kW cm\(^{-2}\) LD array emission; the pumping efficiency reaches approximately 84%. Figure 4(b) shows the output of the pump module. The pumping is uniform. The maximum, minimum, and average values in the available area are approximately 111, 70, and 90, respectively, and the corresponding modulation in the
available area is about 1.4:1. Pumping modulation may be attributed to the LD bars assembled in the LD arrays.

The total pumping power in the main amplifier was about 140 kW, resulting from fourteen 10 kW LD arrays; these LD arrays were arranged in two amplifier modules. One amplifier comprised eight 10 kW LD arrays, and the other comprised six 10 kW LD arrays.

3. Primary experimental results

The generator produces a 10 mJ/10 ns laser pulse with a Gaussian near-field and a wavelength of approximately 1030 nm. Moreover, the generator can work at 10 Hz. The seed pulse is eight-pass V-shape amplified to approximately 100 mJ in the preamplifier. At this stage, the beam is circular and exhibits a Gaussian profile, which is unfavourable for amplification; thus, the beam must be shaped into a square flat-top form. The beam energy must be at least 10 mJ so that enough energy can be obtained from the amplifiers. In our system, the laser energy is about 10 mJ after the shaping stage. The beam size is 10 mm × 10 mm, and ratio of the maximum and minimum modulation is about 1.38 (Figure 5), it basically meets the requirement of main amplifier.

The square flat-top beam is eight-pass V-shape amplified in the booster amplifier, after the booster amplifier, the fraction of maximum and minimum modulation is about 1.39 (Figure 6). The output energy of laser pulse is adjusted by controlling the pumping power. The maximum output energy reaches 1.2 J (Figure 7). The output energy of the beam is less than that of the initial design because of its small aperture and the low overlap between the laser beam and pumping area. However, for the 10 J laser system, a 1 J output energy is adequate for the subsequent amplification.

The laser energy results mainly from the main amplifier. We assessed the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in the main amplifier. The optimized product of concentration and thickness is about 15–20 at.% mm from the absorption efficiency. In our system, the doped ion concentration and thickness in the gain medium are 5 at.% and 3 mm, respectively. We evaluated the ASE using the spontaneous radiation signal from the amplifier. The top and bottom panels in Figure 8 show the spontaneous radiation signals from the 60 and 80 kW laser heads, respectively. The top panel (Figure 8) shows the spontaneous radiation signal increases rapidly until 600 µs; this increase in signal slows down thereafter, implying that energy storage increases within the duration of pumping. However, in the 80 kW laser head, the spontaneous radiation signal increases during pumping until 700 µs, then slows down, and remains constant thereafter. The energy storage fails to increase beyond 700 µs. Hence, the pump durations are set to 1 ms and 700 µs for the 60 and 80 kW laser heads, respectively.

A V-shaped multi-pass amplification was applied in the main amplifier (Figure 2) to improve the extraction efficiency of energy storage. A laser pulse was injected into the main amplifier through a polarizer (P4) and then passed through a spatial filter (SF4) to decrease the beam aperture from 17 mm × 17 mm to 14 mm × 14 mm. This pulse was subsequently double passed through the 60 kW laser head and V-shape amplified twice. In this section, the laser beam passed twice through the quarter-wave plate (WP1) and the direction of polarization was rotated by 90°. Hence, the laser pulse was reflected into the 80 kW laser head when it returned to the polarizer (P4). In the 80 kW amplifier, the laser was initially V-shape amplified twice, double passing through another quarter-wave plate (WP2);
its polarization was again rotated by 90°. When the laser pulse returned from the 80 kW laser head, it passed through the polarizer (P4), was directly reflected back by a mirror (M3), and then passed through the polarizer (P4) again back to the 80 kW laser head to perform a second series of double amplifications. Following the second series of amplifications the polarization of laser beam was rotated by 90° again. When the laser pulse returned from 80 kW laser head to the polarizer, it was reflected to the 60 kW laser head for yet another cycle of amplification. Following all the amplifications (four times each in the 80 and 60 kW amplifiers), the polarization of the laser beam was rotated 180°. From here, the laser pulse passed through the polarizer (P4) from the main amplifier, then through the Faraday rotator, and was exported from the laser system. The maximum energy obtained in the primary experiment is approximately 8.5 J (Figure 9); the near-field modulation is approximately 1.5 and the far-field is approximately 10 times the diffraction limit (Figure 10).

Near-field modulation is attributed to the pumping. Strip-shaped modulation is observed in the pumping output – in agreement with the arrangement of the LD bars. Hence, the best way to reduce modulation is to eliminate pumping modulation. The far-field of the system output is approximately 10 times the diffraction limit because of thermal aberrations in the gain medium. Even low thermal aberrations causes serious effects on the beam quality because of the small aperture of the pump area and the concentration of thermal deposition. Therefore, an enhanced procedure for thermal management must be considered; some techniques could include heating the edge of the gain medium and using adaptive mirrors.

4. Brief discussion of the experimental results

4.1. Output energy of the laser system

The output energy of the laser system in the integration experiment is less than expected in the initial design. This result is attributed to the marked ASE in the amplifier, especially in the 80 kW laser head. The spontaneous radiation signal no longer increases after 700 µs pumping in this laser head, which implies that the ASE and parasitic oscillations increase; ASE especially decreases energy storage. Figure 11 shows the small signal gain (SSG) for different thicknesses of gain medium with the same product of concentration and thickness (15 at.% mm) under a 200 A pump current. The SSG improves markedly on
increasing the medium thickness and decreasing the dopant concentration.

The low output energy may also be explained by the low overlap between the laser beam and the pumping area. A slight shift between the laser beam and active area may seriously affect this overlap because the apertures of the pump light and laser beam are small. Because the pump light exhibits a high angle of divergence in the proposed lens + duct LD pumping system, the active area increases with increasing distance from the incidence plane of the pump light, the laser exhibits good directivity, which results in low overlap. Hence, overlap must be considered during optimization of the concentration and thickness of the gain medium to yield high SSG.

The LD array comprises several LD bars – the directivity of these bars and the power uniformity of the LD arrays markedly affect the distribution of pump light on the gain medium. Figure 4 reveals that the profile of pump light on the gain medium exhibits modulation in the direction of the fast axes of the bars, which may cause modulation of the gain and energy storage in the amplifier. Similar modulation on the near-field of the output laser beam also results in damage to optical components. Hence, uniformity of the pump light must be improved to improve the output energy of the laser pulse.

The gain medium in our system is not surrounded by absorptive cladding, which could also absorb ASE from the gain area. Hence, the ASE light is reflected into the gain
area from the edge of the gain medium and energy storage in the amplifier is reduced. Even if the thickness of the gain medium is increased and the concentration of doped ions is decreased, re-amplification of the ASE cannot be eliminated. Therefore, the gain medium must be surrounded by absorptive cladding to avoid re-amplification of the ASE.

4.2. Effects of repetition rate

Thermal deposition and management differ respectively under various doping rates and thicknesses of the gain media. The laser performance of Yb:YAG crystal or ceramics is affected by temperature. Hence, we tested two types of Yb:YAG crystal with the same product of concentration and thickness (5 at.%@3 mm and 10 at.%@1.5 mm). The repetition rate ranges from 1 to 10 Hz and the pump current is 200 A. Figure 12 reveals that the SSG initially decreases with the repetition rate and then reaches an optimum value. This result is attributed to the low energy storage in the gain medium at the beginning of pumping – hence, the ASE and parasitic oscillations are low. A maximum SSG is observed with increasing pumping duration because of the effects of ASE, parasitic oscillations and temperature on the energy storage in the amplifier. In our system we set the repetition rate to 1 Hz during the primary integration.

5. Summary and conclusion

We have integrated a 10 J Yb:YAG laser system, in which the output energy of laser pulse is approximately 8.5 J under a 1 Hz repetition rate. The output energy of laser is slightly lower than that of the initial design because ASE and parasitic oscillations decrease the energy storage. Given the marked effects of temperature on the laser performance of Yb:YAG, the laser system works only at 1 Hz. For high repetition rates, the working point of the amplifier must be optimized. We aim to optimize the working point of the amplifier as well as the parameters of the gain medium in future research. During further development, we will heat the edge of the gain medium to balance the thermal aberrations in the pump area and clad the gain medium with an absorber to avoid re-amplification of the reflected ASE.

Figure 9. Output energy of the laser system at different currents.

Figure 10. Near-field (left) and far-field (right) image of the laser beam.

Figure 11. SSG at different pumping currents for 5 mm@3 at.% and 3 mm@5 at.%.
Figure 12. SSG in the amplifier with 5 at.%@3 mm (left) and 10 at.%@1.5 mm (right).
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